
FROM CONVERGENCE OF FUNCTIONSTO CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES.ON SKOROKHOD'S SEQUENTIAL APPROACHTO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTIONAdam JakubowskiAbstract. Motivated by original Skorokhod's ideas, a new topology has been de�nedon the space P(X ) of tight probability distributions on a topological space (X ; �): Theonly topological assumption imposed on (X ; �) is that some countable family of continuousfunctions separates points of X : This new sequential topology, de�ned by means of a variantof the a.s. Skorokhod representation, is quite operational and from the point of view ofnonmetric spaces proves to be more satisfactory than the weak topology. In particular, inthis topology the direct Prohorov theorem preserves its distinguished position within thetheory and the converse Prohorov theorem is quite natural and holds in many spaces. Thetopology coincides with the usual topology of weak convergence when (X ; �) is a metricspace or a space of distributions (like S0 or D0).1. The a.s. Skorokhod representationThe celebrated Skorokhod's paper [22] belongs to the special category of papers inspir-ing research for dozens of years. Among many original ideas contained in this paper, oneof most brilliant was the construction of an almost surely convergent representation forsequences convergent in distribution, now known as the a.s. Skorokhod representation.Suppose we are given a sequence fXng; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : of random elements with valuesin a complete and separable metric space (X ; �) which is convergent in distribution(Xn �!D X0); i.e.(1) Ef(Xn) �! Ef(X0); as n! +1;for each bounded and continuous function f de�ned on the space X (f 2 CB(X )): ThenTheorem 3.1.1 ibid. asserts that there exist X -valued random elements Y0; Y1; Y2; : : : ;de�ned on the unit interval ([0; 1];B[0;1]) equipped with the Lebesgue measure `; suchthat(2) the laws of Xn and Yn coincide for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;(3) �(Yn(!); Y0(!)) �! 0; as n! +1; for each ! 2 [0; 1]:1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary: 60 B 05. Secondary: 60 B 10, 60 B 11, 60 B 12.Key words and phrases. Convergence in distribution, weak convergence of probability measures,uniform tightness, Prohorov's theorems, Skorokhod representation.Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Professor Kisy�nski for information on theindependent source [14] for Kisy�nski's theorem. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 ADAM JAKUBOWSKISkorokhod's construction was extended by Dudley [5] to separable metric spaces.Wichura [27] and Fernandez [8] proved the existence of a Skorokhod-like representa-tion in nonseparable metric spaces, for limits with separable range. We refer to [6] and[26] for the �nal form of the theory, built upon Ho�mann-J�rgensen's de�nition of theconvergence in distribution and providing a formalism for limit theorems for empiricalprocesses ([19],[26]).Three remarks are relevant here. First, in the above generalizations random variablesYn were de�ned on a space larger than [0; 1]: To stress this fact we shall reserve the name\the a.s. Skorokhod representation" to the case where Yn's satisfying (2)-(3) are de�nedon the Lebesgue interval. Second, Ho�mann-J�rgensen's de�nition of the convergence indistribution of (possibly nonmeasurable) elements in metric spaces is an ad hoc deviceand does not correspond to a topology. Third { and most important for the presentpaper { Skorokhod himself applied the a.s. representation in a di�erent manner than hisfollowers.We shall recall briey Skorokhod's way of using the a.s. representation. His purposewas to investigate various topologies on the space of functions without discontinuities ofthe second kind (after regularization such functions are nowadays called \c�adl�ag"). Asusually we denote this space by D = D ([0; 1] : R1 ): Let Q be a countable dense subset of[0; 1]; 1 2 Q: Since functions from D are determined by their values on any dense subset,the mapping(4) D 3 x 7! (x(q))q2Q 2 RQis one-to-one. The space RQ is Polish, hence convergence of �nite dimensional distribu-tions of stochastic processes fXng with trajectories in D ; i.e.(5) (Xn(q1); Xn(q2); : : : ; Xn(qm)) �!D (X0(q1); X0(q2); : : : ; X0(qm));for all �nite subsets fq1; q2; : : : ; qmg � Q; allows rede�ning random sequences (Xn(q))q2Qonto the Lebesgue interval in such a way that(6) the laws of (Xn(q))q2Q and (Yn(q))q2Q coincide for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;(7) Yn(q; !)! Y0(q; !); as n! +1; q 2 Q;! 2 [0; 1]:Moreover, it is not di�ucult to prove that for almost all ! 2 [0; 1] we can de�ne elementsZn(�; !) of D by the formula(8) Zn(t; !) = limq!t+ Yn(q; !); t 2 [0; 1); Zn(1; !) = Yn(1; !):Therefore we have constructed a representation for D -valued random elements Xn; whichpreserves convergence on dense subset Q and which is independent of any topology on D :The main advantage of this construction is that assuming uniform tightness for fXng(with respect to some topology � in D ) we may in every subsequence fZnkg extract afurther subsequence fZnklg such that for `-almost all !(9) Znkl (�; !) �!� Z0(�; !);as functions of t 2 [0; 1] (see Theorem 3.2.1 in [22]). This is su�cient for derivingconvergence in distribution Xn �!D X0:The other advantage is that we can easily obtain also the converse implication: (5)and Xn �!D X0 (or, more generally, relative compactness) imply uniform tightness (seeTheorem 3.2.2 ibid.), independently of whether D equipped with � is a Polish space ornot. This is caused mainly by the known form of compact sets.In the present paper we are going to explore systematically the above ideas and showthat they are especially e�ective in investigations of the convergence in distribution innonmetric spaces.



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 32. The a.s. Skorokhod representation in non-metric spacesIn metric spaces a satisfactory theory of the convergence in distribution de�ned by (1)was built by Prohorov [21] and the complete theory when X is a Polish space has beengiven in excellent books by Parthasarathy [18] and Billingsley [2]. The main Prohorov'scontribution was providing a very e�cient criterion of relative compactness. Due to thedirect Prohorov theorem, a family f�igi2I of probability laws on a metric space (S;BS)is relatively compact, if it is uniformly tight, i.e. for every " > 0 there is a compact setK" � S such that(10) �i(K") > 1� "; i 2 I:The converse Prohorov theorem states that in Polish spaces relative compactness impliesuniform tightness.After leaving the (relatively) safe area of metric spaces, the de�nition (1) brings manydisturbing problems, even if we remain in the world of random elements with tightdistributions. Let us consider, for example, the in�nite dimensional separable Hilbertspace (H; h; i) equipped with the weak topology �w = �(H;H): It is a completely regularspace (for it is a linear topological space), and since H with the norm topology is Polish,(H; �w) is also Lusin in the sense of Fernique (\espace s�epar�e" in [9]). But Fernique [9]gives an example of an H-valued sequence fXng satisfying(11) Ef(Xn) �! f(0); as n! +1;for each bounded and weakly continuous function f : H ! R1 ; and such that for eachK > 0(12) lim infn!+1 P (kXnk > K) = 1:This means that on the space (H; �w) there are weakly convergent sequences (to �0 = �0in (11)) with no subsequence being uniformly tight. It follows that the approach basedon the direct Prohorov theorem is no longer a universal tool for investigatingthe weak convergence on either completely regular or Lusin spaces. In order toovercome this di�culty, Fernique [10] gives a characterization of relative compactness inLusin spaces: a set K of tight (or Radon) probability measures (K � P(X )) is relativelycompact if, and only if, for each sequence of bounded continuous functions fm : X ! R1which is decreasing to zero pointwisely, integrals converge to zero uniformly over K :(13) limm!1 sup�2K Z fm(x)�(dx) = 0:While this condition is very elegant, it seems to be very di�cult to check without uniformtightness.In spite of loosing its universal character, the direct Prohorov theorem remains validin (H; �w) (for �w-compacts are metrisable { see [23]). But again the picture is not clear,since uniform tightness on (H; �w); i.e.(14) limK!+1 supn P (kXnk > K) = 0;implies relative compactness in topology strictly �ner than the topology of weak conver-gence of measures on (H; �w); namely the topology of weak convergence of measures onH



4 ADAM JAKUBOWSKIequipped with the sequential topology (�w)s of weak convergence of elements of H: Onecan give a direct proof of this fact, but it seems to be more instructive to apply Theorem1 of [12], which asserts that every sequence satisfying (14) contains a subsequence fXnkgwhich admits the a.s. Skorokhod representation: one can de�ne on the Lebesgue interval([0; 1];B[0;1]; `) H-valued random elements Y0; Y1; : : : such that(15) Xnk � Yk; k = 1; 2; : : :and for each y 2 H and each ! 2 [0; 1](16) hy; Yk(!)i �! hy; Y0(!)i; as k !1:By the last line, for every sequentially weakly continuous function f : H ! R1 we havef(Yk(!))! f(Y0(!)); ! 2 [0; 1]; and if f is bounded,(17) Ef(Xnk) = Ef(Yk) �! Ef(Y0); as k !1:The direct Prohorov theorem applied in the above form exhibits its relations with thea.s. Skorokhod representation { a tool which is very useful and which, besides, helps usin better understanding convergence in distribution. It is known that the a.s. Skorokhodrepresentation is not available in the general case. For instance, in Fernique's example(11) no subsequence admits the a.s. Skorokhod representation (see [12] for details).In some nonmetric spaces, however, weak convergence and the a.s. Skorokhod repre-sentation are essentially equivalent. For example, one can prove [12] that in distributionspaces (such as S 0 or D0) we have the following result:(18) Xn �!D X0 if, and only if, in every subsequence fXnkg one can �nd afurther subsequence fXnklg which admits the a.s. Skorokhod representation(with Y0 � X0).Although looking weaker, the above a.s. Skorokhod representation for subsequences isequally useful as the representation for \full" sequences. It is natural to raise a ques-tion how stronger are statements of type (18) with regard to the usual convergence indistribution (1) and whether it is possible to build for them a reasonable theory.In this paper we propose a new de�nition of the convergence in distribution of ran-dom elements with tight laws, �=) say, which is de�ned by means of a variant of thea.s. Skorokhod representation:(19) �n �=) �0 i� every subsequence fnkg contains a further subsequence fnklgsuch that �0 and f�nkl : l = 1; 2; : : :g admit a Skorokhod representationde�ned on the Lebesgue interval and almost surely convergent \in compacts".(For precise de�nitions we refer to Section 5). Somewhat unexpectedly, this conceptcan be applied in most cases of interest and is quite operational. In particular, P(X )equipped with the sequential topology determined by �=) has the following remarkableproperties:� \relatively compact" set of tight probability measures means exactly \relativelyuniformly tight", with the latter meaning that in every subsequence there is afuther subsequence which is uniformly tight (Theorem 5.5, Section 5);� the converse Prohorov theorem is quite natural and holds in many spaces (The-orems 6.1 { 6.5 and 6.7, Section 6);� no assumptions like the T3 (regularity) property are required for the space X ;which is very important in applications to sequential spaces (Section 4);� on metric spaces the theory of the usual weak convergence of tight probabilitydistributions remains unchanged (Theorem 5.8, Section 5).



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 53. Topological preliminariesLet (X ; �) be a topological space. Denote the convergence of sequences in � -topologyby \�!�" and by \�s" the sequential topology generated by � -convergence. Recall that(20) F � X is �s-closed if F contains all limits of � -convergent sequences of ele-ments of F .Our basic assumption is:(21) There exists a countable family ffi : X ! [�1; 1]gi2I of �-continuousfunctions, which separate points of X :This condition is not restrictive and possesses several important implications whichallow to build an interesting theory. As the most immediate consequence we obtain aconvenient criterion for � -convergence:(22) If fxng � X is relatively compact, and for each i 2 Ifi(xn) converges to somenumber �i; then xn � -converges to some x0 and fi(x0) = �i; i 2 I:Assumption (21) de�nes a continuous mapping ~f : X ! [�1; 1]I given by the formula(23) ~f(x) = (fi(x))i2I:By the separation property of the family ffigi2I(24) X is a Hausdor� space (but need not be regular).There is an example of a Hausdor� non-regular space, which will be referred to as \stan-dard" and which is also suitable for our needs: take X = [0; 1] and let the familyof closed sets be generated by all sets closed in the usual topology and one extra setA = �1; 12 ; 13 ; 14 ; : : :	 : Then X is not a regular space [16], but still satis�es (21).Let us observe that for any compact set K � X the image ~f(K) � [�1; 1]I is againcompact and since K = ~f�1( ~f(K)) we get(25) Every compact subset is �(fi : i 2 I)-measurable (hence is a Baire subsetof X ) and is metrisable.In many cases �(fi : i 2 I) is just the Borel �-algebra. In any case every tight Borelprobability measure on (X ; �) is uniquely de�ned by its values on �(fi; i 2 I):Moreover,every tight probability measure � de�ned on �(fi : i 2 I) can be uniquely extended to thewhole �-algebra of Borel sets. Hence if X : (
;F ; P )! X is �(fi : i 2 I)-measurable andthe law of X (as the measure on �(fi : i 2 I)) is tight, then X is Borel-measurable if wereplace F with its P -completion F : In particular, if ff 0igi2I0 is another family satisfying(21), then X : (
;F ; P )! X is �(f 0i : i 2 I0)-measurable.The above remarks show that our considerations do not depend essentially on thechoice of the family ffigi2I satisfying (21). Therefore without loss of generality we may�x some family ffigi2I and restrict the attention to random elements X such thatfi(X); i 2 I; are random variables and the law of X is tight, and to tightprobability measures de�ned on �(fi : i 2 I). As in Section 2, the family of suchmeasures will be denoted by P(X ):(26) Every tight probability measure on X is the law of some X -valued randomelement de�ned on the standard probability space ([0; 1];B[0;1]; `).



6 ADAM JAKUBOWSKITo see this, let us notice that ~f is one-to-one and continuous, but (in general) is nota homeomorphism of X onto a subspace of [0; 1]I: Nevertheless ~f is a homeomorphicimbedding, if restricted to each compact subset K � X ; and so it is a measurable isomor-phism, if restricted to each �-compact subspace of X : If � is a tight probability measure,then it is concentrated on some �-compact subspace X1 of X ; and �� ~f�1 is a probabilitymeasure on [0; 1]I; concentrated on the �-compact subspace ~f(X1): But it is well-known(see e.g. [3]) that then there exists a measurable mapping Y : [0; 1]! [0; 1]I such that(27) � � ~f�1 = ` � Y �1;and, in particular, Y 2 ~f(X1) with probability one. It remains to take any x0 2 X1 andde�ne(28) X(!) = � ~f�1(Y (!)); if Y (!) 2 ~f(X1);x0; otherwise:Using somewhat subtler reasoning than the one used in the proof of (25) we see thatfor relatively compact K � X ; the set ~f�1( ~f(K)) is both a � -closed subset of X and theclosure of K in the sequential topology �s: Hence we have(29) The closure of a relatively compact subset consists of limits of its convergentsubsequences (but still need not be compact).Here again the standard example exhibits the pathology signalized in (29): the wholespace [0; 1] is not compact, but it is a closure of a relatively compact set [0; 1] n A:Remark (29) a�ects the de�nition of uniform tightness where we cannot, in general,replace sequential compactness with measurability and relative compactness. We have,an important property(30) K � X is compact i� it is sequentially compact.Since by (25) � -compacts are metrisable, they are also sequentially compact. Sosuppose that K is sequentially compact, i.e. in every sequence fxkg � K one can �nd asubsequence fxnkg convergent to x0 2 K: Let C be � -closed and let fxng � C\K: Thereexists a subsequence xnk �!� x0 2 K: Since C is also �s-closed, x0 2 C \ K and weconclude that C\K is sequentially compact. In particular, ~f(C\K) is a compact subsetof the compact set ~f(K) � [0; 1]I: It follows that there exists an open set ~G � [0; 1]I suchthat(31) ~f(C \K) = ~Gc \ ~f(K):Let fG�g�2A be a � -open cover of K: By (31) one can �nd an open cover f ~G�g of~f(K) such that ~G� \ ~f(K) = ~f(G� \K):Since ~f(K) is compact, we can �nd a �nite cover [�2A0 ~G� � ~f(K): Hence [�2A0G� � Kand K is compact.Condition (30) implies in turn that(32) The sequential topology �s is the �nest topology on X in which compactsubsets are the same as in �:



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 7To prove (32) let us observe �rst that (X ; �s) also satis�es (21), for � -continuity im-plies sequential � -continuity and so �s-continuity. By (30) compactness and sequentialcompactness are equivalent for both � and �s: Since sequential compactness in � and�s coincide, �s preserves the family of � -compact subsets. It remains to prove that if� 0 � �; � 0-compacts coincide with � -compacts and F is a � 0-closed subset, then F is �s-closed, i.e. satis�es (20). Suppose fxng � F and xn �!� x0: Let K = fx0; x1; x2; : : : g:Then K is � -compact, hence also � 0-compact. In particular, F \K is � 0-compact, hence� -compact, hence sequentially � -compact, hence x0 2 K \ F � F and F 2 �s:An important corollary to (32) is(33) Any uniformly � -tight sequence of random elements in X is uniformly �s-tight.Remark 3.1. On every Hausdor� space (X ; �) there exists the �nest topology �X � �which has the property (32), i.e. �X-compact sets are still � -compact. Equipped withthis topology X becomes so called k-space (see [7], pp.152-155). By (32) we concludethat in spaces satisfying (21) the topologies �X and �s coincide. This particular fact,as well as the \advanced" features (25), (26), (29), (30), (32) and (33) show that ourcountable continuous separation property (21) permits forgetting most subtle topologicalnotions and remaining in the area very close to basic topological intuitions.4. An example: sequential spacesProperties (32) and (33) stress the potential importance of the notion \sequentialspace". In this section we collect several useful facts about such spaces.We say that X is a space of type L (Fr�echet, [11]), if among all sequences of elementsof X a class C(�!) of \convergent" sequences is distinguished, and to each convergentsequence fxngn2N exactly one point x0 (called \limit": xn �! x0) is attached in such away that(34) For every x 2 X ; the constant sequence (x; x; : : : ) is convergent to x.(35) If xn �! x0 and 1 � n1 < n2 < : : : , then the subsequence fxnkg converges,and to the same limit: xnk �! x0; as k !1:It is easy to see that in the space X of type L the statement paralleling (20):(36) F � X is closed if F contains all limits of \�!"-convergent sequences ofelements of Fde�nes a topology, O(�!) say, which is called sequential and (X ;O(�!)) is called asequential space.It must be stressed that for a sequential topology to be de�ned only extremely simpleproperties (34) and (35) are required.The topology given by (36) de�nes in turn a new (in general) class of convergentsequences, which can be called convergent \a posteriori" (Urysohn, [25]), in order todistinguish from the original convergence (= convergence \a priori"). So fxng convergesa posteriori to x0; if for every open set G 2 O(�!) eventually all elements of the sequencefxng belong to G: Kantorowich et al [14, Theorem 2.42, p.51] and Kisy�nski [15] provedthat this is equivalent to the following condition:(37) Every subsequence xn1 ; xn2 ; : : : of fxng contains a further subsequence xnk1 ;xnk2 ; : : : convergent to x0 a priori.



8 ADAM JAKUBOWSKIIn particular, convergence a posteriori satis�es the following condition.(38) If every subsequence xn1 ; xn2 ; : : : of fxng contains a futher subsequence xnk1 ;xnk2 ; : : : convergent to x0; then the whole sequence fxng is convergent to x0:If the L-convergence \�!" satis�es also (38), then we say that X is of type L� andwill denote such convergence by \ ��!". Within this terminology, another immediateconsequence of Kantorovich-Kisy�nski's theorem is that in spaces of type L� convergencea posteriori coincides with convergence a priori.It follows that given convergence \�!" satisfying (34) and (35), we can weaken thisconvergence to convergence \ ��!" satisfying additionally (37), and the latter convergenceis already the usual convergence of sequences in the topological space (X ;O(�!)) �(X ;O( ��!)): At least two examples of such a procedure are well-known.Example 4.1. If \�!" denotes the convergence \almost surely" of real random vari-ables de�ned on a probability space (
;F ; P ); then \ ��!" is the convergence \in proba-bility".Example 4.2. Let X = R1 and take a sequence "n & 0: Say that xn �! x0; if for eachn 2 N; jxn � x0j < "n; i.e. xn converges to x0 at given rate f"ng: Then \ ��!" meansusual convergence of real numbers.The following obvious properties of sequential spaces will be used throughout thepaper without annotation:(39) A set K � X is \�!"-relatively compact i� it is \ ��!"-relatively compact.
(40) A function f on X is O( ��!)-continuous i� it is \ ��!"-sequentially continuous(equivalently: ` `�!"-sequentially continuous), i.e. f(xn) converges to f(x0)whenever xn ��! x0 (or xn �! x0).Finally, let us notice that if (X ; �) is a Hausdor� topological space, then � � �s �O(�!� ); and in general this inclusion may be strict. In particular, the space of sequen-tially continuous functions may be larger than the space of � -continuous functions.For more information on sequential spaces we refer to [7] or [1].5. A new sequential topology of the convergence in distributionThe reason we are interested in topological spaces satisfying (21) is Theorem 2 from[12] (restated below) which may be considered both as a strong version of the directProhorov theorem and a generalization of the original Skorokhod construction [22].Theorem 5.1. Let (X ; �) be a topological space satisfying (21) and let f�ngn2N be auniformly tight sequence of laws on X : Then there exists a subsequence n1 < n2 < : : :and X -valued random elements Y0; Y1; Y2; : : : de�ned on ([0; 1];B[0;1]; `) such that(41) Xnk � Yk; k = 1; 2; : : : ;(42) Yk(!) �!� Y0(!); as k !1; ! 2 [0; 1]:



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 9Let us notice that contrary to the metric case under (21) alone we do not know whetherthe set of convergence f! : Yk(!) �!� Y0(!); as k !1gis measurable. What we know is measurability of sets of the form(43) C(fYkg;K) = f! : Yk(!) �!� Y0(!); as k !1g \ 1\k=1f! : Yk(!) 2 Kg;where K � X is compact. This becomes obvious when we observe that by property (22)we haveC(fYkg;K) = f! : ~f(Yk(!))! ~f(Y0(!)); as k !1g \ 1\k=1f! : Yk(!) 2 Kg:Now suppose for each " > 0 there is a compact set K" such that(44) P (C(fYkg;K")) > 1� ":Then the set of convergence contains a measurable set of full probability and one can saythat Yk converges to Y0 almost surely \in compacts". In particular we haveCorollary 5.2. Convergence almost surely \in compacts" implies uniform tightness.The a.s.convergence (42) has been established exactly the way described above. If therepresentation Y0; Y1; Y2; : : : satis�es (41) and the convergence (42) is strengthened to thealmost sure convergence \in compacts", then we will call it \the strong a.s. Skorokhodrepresentation". Using this terminology we may rewrite Theorem 5.1 in the followingform.Theorem 5.3. Let (X ; �) be a topological space satisfying (21) and let f�ngn2N be auniformly tight sequence of laws on X : Then there exists a subsequence �n1 ; �n2 ; : : :which admits the strong a.s. Skorokhod representation de�ned on ([0; 1];B[0;1]; `):We are also ready to give a formal de�nition of the convergence \ �=)" introduced inSection 2 for elements of P(X ) :(45) �n �=) �0 if every subsequence fnkg contains a further subsequence fnklgsuch that �0; �n1 ; �n2 ; : : : admits the strong a.s. Skorokhod representation de-�ned on the Lebesgue interval.Let us say that the topology O( �=)) is \induced by the strong a.s. Skorokhod repre-sentation".As an immediate corollary to Theorem 5.3 we obtain the direct Prohorov theorem for\ �=)".Theorem 5.4. If (X ; �) satis�es (21), then in P(X ) relative uniform tightness impliesrelative compactness with respect to \ �=)".The space P(X ) with the induced convergence \ �=)" is of L� type, i.e. \ �=)" satis�es(34), (35) and (38). Notice that (34) holds by (26), and that (38) allows us applying thestandard \three-stage procedure" of verifying convergence:1. Check relative compactness of f�ng (usually by Theorem 5.3), i.e. whether everysubsequence f�nkg contains a further subsequence f�nklg �=)-convergent to somelimit.



10 ADAM JAKUBOWSKI2. By some other tools (characteristic functionals, �nite dimensional convergence,martingale problem, etc.) identify all limiting points of �=)-convergent subse-quences f�nkg with some distribution f�0g:3. Then conclude �n �=) �0:By the reasoning similar to the one given before (17), we see that for any sequentiallycontinuous and bounded function f : (X ; �s)! R1 ; the mapping(46) P(X ) 3 � 7! ZX f(x)�(dx) 2 R1 ;is sequentially continuous (hence: continuous) with respect to O( �=)): In particular,O( �=)) is �ner than the sequential topology given by the usual weak convergence ofelements of P(X ; �s): The standard example shows that in general these two topologiesdo not coincide. But even if they do, the de�nition using the strong a.s. Skorokhodrepresentation is more operational. Moreover, we have a nice characterization of relative�=)-compactness, as announced in Section 2.Theorem 5.5. Suppose (X ; �) satis�es (21). Then the topology O( �=)) induced by thestrong a.s. Skorokhod representation is the only sequential topology O on P(X ) satisfying:(47) O is �ner than the topology of weak convergence of measures.(48) The class of relatively O-compact sets coincides with the class of relativelyuniformly �-tight sets.Proof. Relation (48) gives us the family of relatively compact subsets and (47) helps usto identify limiting points. This information fully determines an L�-convergence. �Remark 5.6. Analysing Fernique's example quoted in Section 2 shows that (48) is notvalid in the space P((H; �w)) equipped with the topology of weak convergence. It followsthe topology O( �=)) may be strictly �ner than the topology of weak convergence (orweak topology) on P(X ) and the converse Prohorov theorem holds in many spaces { seeSection 6.Remark 5.7. In many respects the topological space (P(X );O( �=))) is as good as (X ; �)is: the property (21) is hereditary. To see this, take as the separating functions(49) h(i1;i2;::: ;im)(�) = ZX fi1(x)fi2(x) : : : fim(x)�(dx);for all �nite sequences (i1; i2; : : : ; im) of elements of I:Hence we may consider within ourframework \random distributions" as well.Theorem 5.5 does not contain the case of an arbitrary metric space, since in nonsep-arable spaces condition (21) may fail. However we haveCorollary 5.8. If X is a metric space, then in P(X ) the weak topology and O( �=))coincide.Proof. It is well known [2] that the weak topology on P(X ) is metrisable, hence sequen-tial. Suppose that �n weakly converges to �0. We need to show that �n �=) �0. ByLeCam's theorem [17], [2] the sequence f�ng is uniformly tight. If Km; m = 1; 2; : : :



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 11are compacts such that infn �n(Km) > 1� 1=m and X1 = [1m=1Km, then �n(X1) = 1,n = 0; 1; 2; : : : , and X1 with (relative) metric topology satis�es (21). Applying Theorem5.3 we �nd the desired Skorokhod representation for subsequences of �n. �Remark 5.9. One may prefer the stronger convergence de�ned by means of the Skorokhodrepresentation for the full sequence: �n =)Sk �0 if on ([0; 1];B[0;1]; `) there exists thestrong a.s. Skorokhod representation Y0; Y1; : : : for �0; �1; : : : However, by the veryde�nition \=)Sk" is only L-convergence and so is not a topological notion, while \ �=)"is the L�-convergence obtained from \=)Sk " by Kantorovich-Kisy�nski's recipe (37).Remark 5.10. The de�nition of the topology induced by the strong a.s. Skorokhod rep-resentation may seem to be not the most natural one. But O( �=)) ful�lls all possible\portmanteau" theorems (see [24]), coincides with weak topology on metric spaces andby means of Prohorov's theorems is operational and easy in handling.6. Criteria of compactness and the converse Prohorov theoremTo make the direct Prohorov theorem work, one needs e�cient criteria of checkingsequential compactness. It will be seen that given such criteria relative uniform tightnessis equivalent to uniform tightness and the converse Prohorov theorem easily follows.We begin with spaces (X ; �) possessing a fundamental system of compact subsets, i.e.an increasing sequence fKmgm2N of compact subsets of X such that every convergentsequence xn �!� x0 is contained in some Km0 (equivalently: every compact subset iscontained in some Km0). Locally compact spaces with countable basis serve here as themost important, but not the only example. For instance, balls Km = fx : kxk � mgform the fundamental system of compact subsets in a Hilbert space H with either theweak topology �w or the sequential topology (�w)s generated by the weak convergencein H: The same is true in the topological dual E0 of a separable Banach space E:Theorem 6.1. Suppose that (X ; �) satis�es (21) and possesses a fundamental systemfKmg of compact subsets. Then for K � P(X ) the following statements are equivalent:(50) K is �=) -relatively compact:(51) K is uniformly �-tight:Proof. In wiew of Theorem 5.4 we have to prove that (50) implies (51). Suppose (51)does not hold. Then there is " > 0 such that for each m one can �nd �m 2 K satisfying(52) �m(Kcm) > ":By �=)-relative compactness there exists a subsequence �mk admitting a strong a.s. Sko-rokhod representation. By Corollary 5.2 f�mkgk2N is uniformly tight. This contradicts(52). �As the next step we will consider a more general scheme in which compactness meansboundedness with respect to some countable family of lower semicontinuous functionals.More precisely, we suppose that there exists a countable family of measurable nonnegativefunctionals fhkgk2K such that(53) supx2K hk(x) < +1; k 2 K ;



12 ADAM JAKUBOWSKIimplies relative compactness of K; and if xn �!� x0 then(54) hk(x0) � lim infn!1 hk(xn) < +1; k 2 K :Notice that under (54) any relatively compact set K satis�es (53) and is contained insome set of the form(55) K = \k2Kfx : hk(x) � Ckg:Moreover, under both (53) and (54) every set of the form (55) in sequentially compact.Theorem 6.2. Let (X ; �) satis�es (21). Suppose compactness in (X ; �) is given byboundedness with respect to a countable family fhkgk2K of lower semicontinuous func-tionals. Then for K � P(X ) the following conditions are equivalent:(56) K is �=) relatively compact:(57) K is uniformly �-tight:For each k 2 K the set f� � h�1k : � 2 Kg � P(R+ ) is uniformly tight, i.e.(58) limC!1 sup�2K�(fx : hk(x) > Cg) = 0:Proof. Conditions (57) and (58) are obviously equivalent and implication (57) ) (56) isproved in Theorem 5.4. In order to prove that (56) implies (58) suppose that for somek 2 K there is " > 0 such that for each N one can �nd �N 2 K with the property(59) �N (fx : hk(x) > Ng) � "; N 2 N:If some subsequence of �N admits a strong a.s. Skorokhod representation, it must beuniformly tight and (59) cannot hold along this subsequence. This shows that K is not�=)-relatively compact. �It is worth to emphasize that Theorem 6.2 completely generalizes the ordinary converseProhorov theorem. To see this, take Polish space (X ; �) and choose in it a countable densesubset D = fx1; x2; : : : g: Set for k 2 Nhk(x) = inf (N : x 2 N[i=1K�(xi; 1=k)) :Then every functional hk is bounded on K � X if, and only if, K is totally �-bounded,hence conditionally compact by completeness of (X ; �): The property (54) follows by thevery de�nition of hk:There exist separable metric spaces for which the converse Prohorov theorem is notvalid [4], with rational numbers Q being the most striking example [20]. Our resultssuggest that it is a very complicated structure of compact sets in those spaces thatcauses invalidity of the converse Prohorov theorem. The lack of completeness does notseem to be the main reason.



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 13Topologically complete spaces and non-metrisable �-compact spaces like (H; �w) doesnot end the list of cases covered by Theorem 6.2. For example on the Skorokhod spaceD ([0; 1] : R1 ) there exists (see [13]) a functional topology which is non-metrisable butsatis�es (53) and (54), hence by our Theorem 6.2 is as good as Polish space (of course,only from the formal point of view). In fact, the present paper may be considered asan attempt to �nd a general framework in which that topology can be placed naturally.\Countable boundedness" is not a universal criterion for compactness. In general we donot know any criterion which could pretend to universality. Therefore any particularcase must be carefully analysed. We will show three examples of such an analysis.The �rst type of results has been suggested by topologies on function spaces in whichconditional compactness can be described in terms of \moduli of continuity". A roughgeneralization is that on a topological space (X ; �) a double array fgk;jgk2K;j2N (whereK is countable) of nonnegative measurable functionals is given and that the functionalspossess the following properties:(60) gk;j+1 � gk;j ; k 2 K ; j 2 N:If xn �!� x0 then for each k 2 K(61) limj!1 supn gk;j(xn) = 0:If for each k 2 K(62) limj!1 supx2K gk;j(x) = 0;then K � X is conditionally compact.Clearly, the new scheme contains the previous one. If we setgk;j(x) = 1j hk(x); k 2 K ; j 2 N;then (54) implies (61) and (53) and lower semicontinuity of hk gives conditional com-pactness in (62). Recall that in general in spaces satisfying (21) relative compactnessdoes not imply conditional compactness. In metric spaces, however, it does and so e.g.Skorokhod topology J2 [22] (and not only J1) satis�es the converse Prohorov theorem,as we can see from the following result.Theorem 6.3. Let (X ; �) satis�es (21). Suppose conditions (60) { (62) determine con-ditional compactness in (X ; �): Then for K � P(X ) the following conditions are equiva-lent:(63) K is �=) relatively compact:(64) K is uniformly �-tight:For each k 2 K(65) limj!1 sup�2K�(fx : gk;j(x) > "g) = 0; " > 0:



14 ADAM JAKUBOWSKIProof. Similarly as before, it is enough to show that if (65) is not satis�ed then one can�nd in K a sequence with no subsequence admitting a strong a.s. Skorokhod representa-tion. Let us observe �rst that if Xl �!� X0 a.s. and jl !1 then by (60) and (61), foreach k 2 K and almost surely,(66) lim supl!1 gk;jl(Xl) � limj!1 lim supl!1 (Xl) = 0:If (65) is not satis�ed, then there are k 2 K and " > 0 such that for each j 2 N one can�nd �j 2 K satisfying(67) �j(fx : gk;j(x) > "g) � ":If Xl is the a.s. Skorokhod representation for some subsequence �jl then by (66)�jl(fx : gk;jl(x) > "g)! 0;hence (67) cannot hold.�The second type of results is motivated by the structure of compact subsets in thespace of distributions S 0 or, more generally, the topological dual of a Fr�echet nuclearspace.Suppose that on (X ; �) there exists a decreasing sequence fqmgm2N of nonnegativemeasurable functionals such that K � X is conditionally compact if for some m0 2 N(68) supx2K qm0(x) � Cm0 < +1:Notice this implies supm�m0 supx2K qm(x) � Cm0 ;but it may happen that for some m < m0supx2K qm(x) = +1:Theorem 6.4. Let (X ; �) satis�es (21) and (68). Then for K � P(X ) the followingconditions are equivalent:(69) K is �=) relatively compact:(70) K is uniformly �-tight:For each " > 0 one can �nd m0 2 N and C > 0 such that(71) sup�2K�(fx : qm0(x) > Cg) < ":Proof. We apply the standard strategy. If (71) is not satis�ed, then there is " > 0 suchthat for every M and for some �M 2 K(72) �M (fx : qM (x) > Mg) � ":



SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 15If fXkg is the strong a.s. Skorokhod representation for some subsequence �Mk ; then it istight (by Corollary 5.2) and so for some m0 and C(73) P (qm0(Xk) � C) = �Mk (fx : qm0(x) � Cg) > 1� "; k = 1; 2; : : :Hence for k satisfying Mk > C and Mk > m0 we get from (72) and (73)1� " � �Mk (fx : qMk (x) �Mkg)� �Mk (fx : qMk (x) � Cg)� �Mk (fx : qm0(x) �Mkg) > 1� ";what is a contradiction. �Usually results valid for S 0 also hold for space D0; despite its more complicated struc-ture. The reason is that D0 can be identi�ed with a closed subset of a countable productof duals to Fr�echet nuclear spaces and that the properties under consideration are pre-served when passing to closed subspaces and countable products. This is exactly thecase with our \Prohorov spaces". Recall that (X ; �) is a \Prohorov space" if every con-ditionally compact subset K � P(X ) (with P(X ) equipped with the weak topology) isuniformly � -tight (see [20]). Since we know that O( �)) may be strictly �ner than theweak topology, the corresponding notion for (P(X );O( �))) may be di�erent. Thereforewe say that (X ; �) is an S-P space, if every �)-relatively compact subset of P(X ) isuniformly � -tight.The present section contains several standard examples of S-P spaces. We concludethe paper with formal statement of some properties of S-P spaces.Theorem 6.5. Let (X ; �) be an S-P space satisfying (21). If C � X is either closed orG� ; then (C; � jC ) is again S-P space.Proof. The only nontrivial part is proving that if G is open and K � P(G) is �)-relativelycompact (in P(G)!), then K is uniformly � jG-tight. Since relative compactness in P(G)means also relative compactness in P(X ); by the S-P property we get uniform � -tightnessof K: By (29) the closure K in P(X ) (which consists of limiting points of K) is uniformly� -tight and so sequentially compact, both in P(X ) and P(G) (the latter by relativecompactness in P(G)). Since in our case sequential compactness is equivalent to com-pactness, it is now possible to repeat step by step the reasoning given in the proof ofTheorem 1, [20], pp.109-110. �Corollary 6.6. Any S-P space satisfying (21) has the property that the closure of arelatively compact set is compact and consists of the set itself and its limiting points. �Theorem 6.7. Let (Xn; �n); n = 1; 2; : : : be S-P spaces satisfying (21). Then the productspace Q1n=1(Xn; �n) is an S-P space. �References1. A.V.Arkhangel'ski�� and L.S.Pontryagin (eds.), General Topology I, Encyklopaedia of MathematicalSciences 17 (1990), Springer, Berlin.2. P.Billingsley, Convergence of Probability Measures (1968), Wiley, New York.3. P.Billingsley, Weak Convergence of Measures: Applications in Probability (1971), SIAM, Philadel-phia.4. R.O.Davies, A non-Prohorov space, Bull.London Math. Soc. 3 (1971), 341-342.5. R.M.Dudley, Distances of probability measures and random variables, Ann.Math.Stat. 39 (1968),1563-1572.
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